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Hi there, my name is Emra Nation and I am here representing NORPAC Foods.  Today I want to talk to you a little bit about sustainability, agricultural technology, and where we see local and domestic agriculture headed.For any of this to make sense though, I need to first tell you a little bit about who we are.
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Farmer-owned Cooperative  
Roots in Sustainability 
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For anyone who has never heard of NORPAC, we are a farmer-owned cooperative based out of Oregon’s Willamette Valley.  We take a lot of pride in producing sustainably grown products.  As a vegetable processor, if we’re not growing sustainably, our business would die…so it’s a subject that we take very seriously.Even though our farmers have been farming through sustainable practices for a really long time but we’re always looking for ways to improve on ourselves.  About 12 years ago our farmers formed a stewardship task force to put even more environmental and efficiency programs in place in order to define our collective commitment to sustainable agriculture.  We did that through 9 Guiding Principles.



9 Guiding Principles to 
Sustainability 

• Saved 600 million gallons of water annually 
• Reduce chemical use by up to 77% 
• 150,000 tons of vegetable byproduct recycled 

into silage 
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I’m not going to list out all these principles but I do want to acknowledge what we’ve been able to accomplish by putting them in place.We’ve effectively saved 600 million gallons of water annually by switching from “big gun” sprinklers to irrigation water and by recycling the water used to process our vegetables, which we apply back out to the land.We’ve been able to reduce our chemical use by up to 77% on some crops by working with growers, and faculty at Oregon State University to control pests and mold.99.5% of the vegetable mass not used in packaged products is recycled into silage for dairy cows, sheep, and pigs.  This adds up to more than 150,000 tons of vegetable byproduct that doesn’t go to waste.
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As a result of putting these kinds of practices into place paired with attending the CIA, we learned that many colleges and universities needed sustainable products.  With that knowledge, we worked with the Food Alliance, who is a third party stewardship auditor to create a line of certified sustainably grown vegetables to meet the needs of those customers.Having said all this, sustainability is our middle name.  It’s a topic we care deeply about and the agricultural technology that I’m going to show you today is just another piece of the puzzle.  They are tools that are allowing us to even further hone our sustainable practices.
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So, let’s talk about trends.Our research is finding more and more that consumers want to try new flavors and new ingredients; products that they’ve never experienced before.  As such, the biggest trend in ingredients right now is based around ethnic ingredients and multi-cultural flavor profiles.As our sales and marketing teams learn more about food trends and what consumers are excited about seeing and eating, we’re hearing that regardless of the flavor drift, your customers are interested in the story.  Consumers today, particularly millenials, have become more aware about where their food comes from and have a greater drive to feel that their spending decisions are supporting their community.  We’ve come to realize that the “eat local” campaign is continuing to grow at a rapid pace and we saw a challenge: Can we grow trendy ingredients in the Pacific Northwest?How can we continue to ensure the highest quality product on crops we’ve never grown before?What tools are at our disposal?Fortunately, farms today are teeming with engineering wonders to help us respond to these ongoing challenges.
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Agricultural GPS Systems 
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Agricultural GPS Systems have changed the way farmers’ plant seeds and harvest crops.These machines plant seeds to the ideal depth and distance to produce the maximum crop yield.During harvest season, they drive themselves so you can’t go in the wrong spot.  There is minimum overlap from one pass over a field to another which minimizes energy, time, and fertilizer and additionally maximizes overall yield and efficiency.They can work in different terrains and with different crops and even create a 3D map of the ground they cover so they know how to adjust for seed depth.  These systems can also be integrated with spraying equipment.These machines allow a farmer to mark and identify where they are using different seeds and seed rates, as well as different fertilizer or herbicidal rates.



Moisture Monitoring Probes 
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Moisture Monitoring Probes can continuously help a grower make informed decisions to ensure that irrigation water is applied in the right amount, at the right time.  Farmers are able to use their water more wisely by knowing how each crop is doing in that particular climate.They ensure water starts and stays at the ideal moisture levels and with multiple sensors they can detect moisture content at different depths.This allows growers to maximize their irrigation time and cut costs by not over-watering.  Additionally, their crops will be healthier and produce a greater yield.
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Agricultural Drones 
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As a result of all this technology, our co-op of farmers along with farmers across the country are able to grow crops that seemed impossible only a few short years ago.  After some time in testing, just this past year with the help of Oregon State University, we were able to successfully grow a good supply of edamame (a very on-trend ingredient), making us one of the only domestic producers of this crop.  Additionally, we’re testing: Quinoa (primarily produced in Peru and Bolivia) White and Gold colored Beets (grown in Russian and France)Brussels Sprouts (which do best in Netherlands and Germany)
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15 blends 
 

100% 
Domestic 



5 Fruit Items 



3 Time-Saving 
Blends 



9 Ready-to-Cook 
Flavors 
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To sum things up, I want to emphasize that your customers aren’t just concerned with trendy ingredients; they want to know where those ingredients come from and whether or not they’re being grown in ways that are good for the environment and support American communities.  With the incorporation of all this new technology, farmers across the country are able to respond to all these demands in a responsible and sustainable way.If you have ideas or if you’re struggling to meet the needs of your customers, please come see us.  We have introduced a variety of new product lines as a direct result of attending this conference and hearing from you.  Your feedback keeps us innovative and inspired and we want to know how we can help you meet the demands of your customers.
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